ASTRONOMY
Definition: Astronomy Is the science which treats of the heavenly bodies,
SOLAR SYSTEM
Sun
 1.	865,000 miles in diameter.
 2.	In volume 1,300,000 tunes the size of the
earth.
3.	Distance from the earth about 93,000,000
miles.
4.	Sun-spots vary in size from 1,000 to 100,000
miles in diameter.
5.	Its gravity 27 times that of the earth.
<MProbably composed of heated gases held
together by gravity.
Mercury
 1.	Nearest the sun,
 2.	Diameter about 3,030 miles,
 3.	Moves round the sun in 88 of our days.
 4.	Greatest distance from the sun 43,000,000
miles.
5.	Its volume -jV && of t^e earth-
Venus
 1.	Second from the sun.
 2.	The most brilliant planetary body.
 3.	2,300,000 mfles from the earth.
 4.	Diameter about 7,700 miles.
 5.	Will cross sun's disk June 8, 2004.
Earth
 1.	Third from the sun.
 2.	Fifth in size.
 3.	Has one moon.
 4.	Greatest distance from sun 92,963,000 miles.
 5.	"Velocity |n its orbit 17 miles a second.
 6.	Thickness of atmosphere, 50 to 60 miles.
 Mars
1. Fourth from the sun.
2.	Greatest distance from the sun 152,000,000
miles.
3.	Distance from the earth vanes from 35,000,OOC
to 244,000,000 miles.
4.	Requires two years to revolve- about the sun.
Jupiter
 1.	Fifth from the sun
 2.	Three times as large as all the other planets
put together, but r^ part as large as sun.
 3.	Mean diameter 85,000 miles.
 4.	Mean distance from sun 475,000,000 miles,
 5.	Accompanied by seven moons
Saturn
 1.	Sixth from the sun.
 2.	Diameter about 70,000 miles.
 3.	Mean distance from the sun, 875,000,000
miles, and a revolution requires 29^ years.
 4.	Has eight satellites and a system of flat rings.
Uranus
 1.	Seventh from the sun.
 2.	Mean distance from sun 1,750,000,000 miles.
 3.	A year equal to 84 of our years.
 4.	Its mean diameter about 33,000 miles.
Neptune
 1.	Eighth from the sun.
 2.	Mean distance from sun 2,600,000,000 miles.
 3.	About 35,000 miles in diameter.
 4.	Invisible to the naked eye.
 5.	Has one moon.
 General   Divisions; Descriptive Astronomy.  Practical Astronomy. Physical Astronomy.
STELLAR   SYSTEM
Stars
Characteristics
 1.	Always occupy the same relative position.
 2.	Called "fixed stars," but many actually move.
 3.	Classified according to brightness.
 4.	Telescopic stars, those unseen by the naked eye.
 5.	Vary in color, as red, yellow, blue and green.
Number
 1.	As seen by the telescope the number is incalculable
 2.	But a few thousand visible to the naked eye.
Size
 1.	Little is known as to absolute size.
 2.	The light of Sirius, the brightest fixed star, is estimated as 63£ times that of the sun.
3.. Astronomers recognize stars as small as those of the sixteenth magnitude.
Distance
The shortest distance from the earth that of Centauri, 20,000,000,000 miles.
Zodiac	Constellations
 1.	The region containing the paths of the sun, moon and planets
 2.	Was marked out into 12 parts, each with its constellations, denoted by certain signs.
 3.	The twelve signs of thq zodiac. Aries, the Ram, Taurus, the Bull; Gemini, the Twins; Cancer,
the Crab; Leo, the Lion; Virgo, the Virgin, Libra, the Balance; Scorpio, the Scorpion;
Sagittarius, the Archer; Capricornus, the Goat, Aquarius, the Waterman; Pisces, the-Fishes.
Milky Way
 1.	Encompasses the heavenly sphere like a girdle
 2.	The luminous appearance caused by a multitude of stars visible only to the strongest telescope.
3.	At one part it divides mfo two branches separated for a distance of 150° and then reunites.
)rlon. The most brilliant constellation in the northern sky.
Nebula
 1.	A white cloud-tike patch of light always in the same position,
 2.	Two nebulae visib'le to the naked eye, the one in Orion. About 10,000 seen through the telescope.
 3.	It is probable that nebulae include clouds ot meteors	
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